The MAPK pathway in melanoma.
As understanding of molecular and genetic processes in cancer evolves, so does appreciation of tumor heterogeneity. Tumor profiling has expanded knowledge of relevant pathways, and their interplay. Similar to the revolution in breast cancer with the discovery and successful therapeutic targeting of HER2/neu, the melanoma field is rapidly evolving. The MAPK pathway is dysregulated in most melanomas. Several therapeutic agents directed against this pathway are in development. This review summarizes current understanding of the MAPK pathway in melanoma biology and therapeutic strategies. Recent data support the concept of distinct groups of molecular and genetic abnormalities in melanomas, related to type of sun exposure and body site. MAPK abnormalities, specifically BRAF or NRAS mutations, are most prevalent. The efficacy of sorafenib, a multitargeted kinase inhibitor, in melanoma is still under evaluation. While ineffective as a single agent, efficacy in combination with chemotherapy or targeted agents is being assessed. More specific inhibitors of BRAF, or other MAPK members, may prove more effective. Tumor profiling has led to exciting advances. The MAPK pathway is one of several potentially targetable pathways in melanoma. Ultimately, combinatorial therapeutics against relevant disrupted pathways in specific tumors likely will prove most successful.